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TEKS APP



CHAMPS

Conversation: Yes! Share your ideas with your table partners. 
Tweet your ideas @ AISDProfDev and/or @Holland_Poulsen

Help: Ask any time or check with your table partners.

Activity: Interact with those around you and complete the map 
activities

Movement: Structured throughout the workshop

Participation: Keep an open mind, make connections to your 
subject area and have fun.



Content: Today I will review and extend what I know about 
reading comprehension instruction as well as plan for using 
it in my classroom.

Language: Today I will speak with my colleagues, read 
journal articles, write about my plans, and listen to a variety 
of ideas all related to the practical implementation of reading 
comprehension strategies in my classroom. 





Reading 

comprehension 

is...

evidence

evidence

evidence

evidence





Find Your Match





Use the cards on your table to “build” a group Tree Map.  

First line up the guiding questions, then classify the rest of 

the cards under the correct category.



Overview

Thinking Process
Questions from Texts, 

Teachers and Texts

Thinking Maps as 

Tools

How are you defining this 

thing or idea? What is the 

context? What is your frame 

of reference?

Brainstorming or 

Defining in Context
Circle 

Map

How are you describing this 

thing? Which adjectives would 

best describe this thing?

Describing
Bubble 

Map 

What are the similarities and 

differences of these two 

things? Which qualities do you 

value most? Why?

Comparing and 

Contrasting 

Double 

Bubble 

Map 

What are the main idea, 

supporting ideas and details 

in this information?

Classifying Tree Map 



Overview

Thinking Processes
Questions from Texts, 

Teachers and Texts

Thinking Maps as 

Tools

What are the parts of this 

thing?  What is the anatomy 

of this whole physical object?  

Part-Whole Brace 

Map

Sequencing Flow Map 
What happened? What is the 

sequence of events? What 

are the substages?

What are the causes and 

effects of this event? What 

might happen next?

Cause and 

Effect 
Multi-Flow 

Map 

How are these things related? 

What is analogy being used? 

What is the guiding 

metaphor?

Seeing 

Analogies 

Bridge 

Map 
relationships





HOW MANY OF YOU CONSIDER YOURSELVES A 
PROFICIENT READER?

WHAT MAKES SOMEONE A PROFICIENT READER?



QUICK CHAT

▪ What is reading comprehension?

▪ Why is it important?

▪ What does it take for a student to be proficient?



“ As I read, I consciously and subconsciously synthesize.  I question, I infer, I 

create vivid sensory images.  I relate the piece to my own experience. I tease 

out what I think is most important.  I draw conclusions about what I think the 

key points of the passage are.  Sometimes I use the strategies purposefully, 

other times they surface randomly.  They are tools I use, sometimes effortlessly, 

sometimes purposefully to construct meaning.  They intertwine and merge and 

I switch quickly among them, frequently using them simultaneously.  They are 

the instruments which, as I become more familiar with them, give me the ability 

to read more quickly.  They are the means to an end.  For proficient readers, 

they are second nature.”

Keene and Zimmerman, 1997



WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS OF ACTIVE LITERACY?

Active 

Literacy
Reading

Writing

Drawing

Talking

Listening

Investigating



WHAT CHANGES IN REGARDS TO COMPREHENSION 
AS YOU READ DIFFERENT GENRES?



COMPLETE AND DISCUSS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE STEMS WITH A 
PARTNER.

• We think aloud while reading to our students because 

__________. 

• It is important to teach students how to use 

comprehension strategies because __________. 

• I can tell my students really understand when they 

__________. 

• One of my favorite questions to ask students during our 

read aloud is __________. 



WHAT ARE THE EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM PRACTICES 
FOR DEVELOPING READING COMPREHENSION?

A review of the research conducted over 30 years 
established that the following three features of instruction 
consistently promote comprehension:

• reading

• explicit strategy instruction

• talk 

Source: CIERA, Every Child a Reader (Topic 5) 3.





VIDEOS

Throughout the workshop we will watch a few videos 

focused on  comprehension instruction. 

Think about the following questions and your responses 

while we watch:

• How does each lesson support comprehension and 

response?

• What modifications would you make in your own 

classroom?



VIDEO #1: MODELING & DISCUSSION TO BUILD 
COMPREHENSION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4So_jEn86ZM


PROCESS

• How does the lesson support comprehension and response?

• What modifications would you make in your own classroom?







Comprehension Strategies for Constructing Meaning

We are going to be learning more about six of the 

comprehension strategies. 

Discuss comprehension strategies with your table 

partners and how you have used them in your 

classroom.

Look over the Table of Contents on page 3 of your manual.

Turn to page 7.  Have a volunteer at your table read the entire page. 

At your table groups, scan through pages 8-10 in your manual and 

discuss.



PROCESS







Comprehension Strategies

Visualization

What is visualization?

Visualization is a strategy good readers use to make mental pictures in their 

minds about what is happening in the text. In fiction, readers may visualize many 

different literary elements such as characters, setting, and a sequence of 

actions/events. In non-fiction, readers may visualize events or complex 

processes.

page 43



Visualization

What to Visualize

In Fiction:

• Characters

• Setting

• Actions/Events

In Non-Fiction:

• Processes

• Action/Events

page 43

Comprehension Strategies



Visualization

How To Visualize

Readers visualize by:

• Creating a mental picture in their minds from key words or passages in the text

• Drawing a picture of their visualization

• Creating a series of visualizations as an on-going mental  “movie”

page 44

Comprehension Strategies



Visualization

Fold a piece of paper in half. 



Visualization

On the left side of your paper, 

create a Circle Map to describe 

the images in your head when 

you visualize while listening to 

the song played. Include as 

many ideas as you can in the 

time provided.

I visualize…

Comprehension Strategies



Visualization

Draw a picture on the right side of your paper of what you visualized as 

the music played using your Circle Map to guide you.



Listen to informational text about Wrigley Field.

Use a Circle Map to take notes using words and/or 

pictures.

Work with your table group to create a sketch of 

Wrigley Field.

As a group, create a Bubble Map to describe what 

you might see, smell, taste and hear at the ballpark.

Sample Visualization Lesson



Visualization



Visualization



VIDEO #1: VISUALIZATION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jn5ZirDZTt4&index=6&list=PL927A37B24DD76C2F


PROCESS

• How does the lesson support comprehension and response?

• What modifications would you make in your own classroom?



pages 43-58





Prediction
What is prediction?

Prediction is a comprehension strategy good readers use to actively engage with 

a text. As defined by Keene & Zimmerman (1997), “Prediction is inference. It is the 

play of imagination as we mentally expand the text.” Readers make informed 

guesses about what they think will happen next. In nonfiction text, readers make 

predictions not about the kinds of things they think will happen but the kinds of 

things they think they will learn (Miller, 2002). 

Prediction is one of the most involved comprehension strategies because further 

reading requires the readers to confirm or deny their predictions, making their 

initial understanding more concrete.
page 11

Comprehension Strategies



Prediction
What to Predict

In Fiction:

• Events in a story

• The causes of a story

• The effects of a story

• A character’s actions/behavior

• A character's feelings

• A character’s decision/choice

• Story elements

• What the story will be about

In Non-Fiction:

• What a reader expects 

to learn

• Events

• Feelings

• Actions/Behavior

• The causes of an event

• The effects of an event

pages 11-12

Comprehension Strategies



Prediction

How To Predict

Readers predict by:

• Activating schema about a topic/story

• Activating schema about the type of text to be read

• Using evidence stated in the text

• Looking at the title of the book, cover picture, summary on the back, schema about 

the author, table of contents during reading

• Using key events that happen in the book

page 12

Comprehension Strategies



VIDEO #2: MAKING PREDICTIONS

• A better prediction is more 

specific!

• Predict based on character’s 

action.

• What will the character do?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5urWXX6Kgks


PROCESS

• How does the lesson support comprehension and response?

• What modifications would you make in your own classroom?



Prediction

http://www.storylineonline.net/catching-the-moon-the-story-of-a-young-girls-baseball-dream/

Turn and talk with a partner:

What do you predict Catching the Moon

will be about?

What do you predict might happen next in 

Catching the Moon? Write your prediction 

on a post-it note.

Comprehension Strategies

http://www.storylineonline.net/catching-the-moon-the-story-of-a-young-girls-baseball-dream/


Prediction

How might you model the prediction strategy with students using a 

non-fiction example such as the article about Jackie Robinson? 

Comprehension Strategies



Processing Time



pages 11-42





Summarizing

What is summarizing?

Summarizing is a comprehension strategy good readers use to better 

understand a text by retelling in their own words or using inner dialogue. When 

summarizing, it is important for readers to tell only what is important to make 

sense, and not include too much information (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007). 

There are different approaches to summarizing depending on text structure. 

When summarizing a fiction text, a sequence of key events seems most 

appropriate. For non-fiction, summarizing by text structure seems most direct. 

These might include cause and effect, categorizing, compare and contrast, and 

process sequencing.
page 77

Comprehension Strategies



Summarization

How To Summarize

Readers summarize by:

• Determining the most important information in one’s own words

• Using key words or phrases

• Only including important information

• Weeding out extraneous details

• Getting to the essence of the text in as little words as possible

pages 77-78

Comprehension Strategies



Summarizing
When to Summarize

Readers summarize at different points depending on text type.

• At the end of a paragraph

• At the end of a chapter

• At the end of a book

• By the following story elements: characters, setting, problem, attempts to solve problem, and solution

• When significant to the plot

• When a process has occurred

• When a theme or main idea is presented

• Based on a text structure

• A timeline of events

• Based on text features page 78

Comprehension Strategies



RETELLING VS. SUMMARIZING

Turn & Talk: What is the relationship between 
retelling and summarizing?

Summary Writing is like ESPN Sports Center Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXid9CUZ4EI

http://www.smekenseducation.com/summary-writing-parallels-espn-sportscenter.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXid9CUZ4EI




Summarizing Fiction

SWBST
Somebody...

Wanted...

But...

So...

Then...

Using the SWBST 

format, develop an 

oral summary of 

Catching the Moon.

Comprehension Strategies

________ wanted ________ but ___________. 

So, _________. Then, _________.



Summarizing

predictions

With your small group, summarize the events in 

Catching the Moon using a Flow Map. You may 

only use 5 event boxes to summarize the story. 

Include your prediction post-it notes in your 

Flow Map.

Comprehension Strategies



WHAT IS SUMMARIZATION?

There are different approaches to summarizing 
depending on text structure. When summarizing 
a fiction text, a sequence of key events seems 
most appropriate. For non-fiction, 
summarizing by text structure seems most 
direct. These might include cause and effect, 
categorizing, compare and contrast, and 
process sequencing.

(Harvey & Goudvis, 2007)



SUMMARIZING- NONFICTION

TEXT STRUCTURES

▪ Description

▪ Compare/Contrast

▪ Sequence

▪ Problem/Solution

▪ Cause/Effect



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

DESCRIPTION:

____________________________ has many 
characteristics. It/He /She is a/an ____________ 
that/who _______________________________, 
_________________________________ and 
_______________________________________
____________________.



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

COMPARE/CONTRAST:

____________________________ and 
___________________________ are similar in that 
they both _______________________________ and 
____________________________________.  They 
are different because _________________________ 
and ______________________________________.



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

SEQUENCE:

__________________ followed a series of steps to 
_______________________. She/He/It begins with 
________________________________________, 
continues with ________________________, and ends 
with ___________________________________.



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

PROBLEM/SOLUTION:

__________________________________ wanted 
__________________________________, but 
_____________________________________________
____.  So, ____________________________________.  
Then, ______________________________________. 



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

CAUSE/EFFECT:

The effects of _____________________________________ 
are significant because ______________________________. 

One result of _______________________ is 
_______________________________.  Another result is 
_________________________________________________. 
Because of these outcomes, it is important that 
_________________________________________________.



STAAR: SUMMARY EXAMPLES



STAAR EXAMPLES- 3RD 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 3RD 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 4TH 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 4TH 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 5TH 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 5TH 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 5TH 2015



Summarization

How might you model summarization with students using a non-fiction 

example such as the article about Jackie Robinson? 

Comprehension Strategies



Processing Time



pages 77-104







Making Connections

What is making connections?

Making connections is a strategy used by good readers to interact with a text. 

The best way to get readers to interact with a text is to show them that they 

have something in common with it. There are three specific types of text-to-

readers connections: text-to-self, text-to-text and text-to-world. 

Teaching reader’s to actively make connections can be facilitated by modeling 

a teacher’s inner dialogue by a think-out-loud process. Later, after teaching 

the three types of connections, teacher modeling should be done to show 

readers the difference between making connections and making meaningful 

connections. 
page 59

Comprehension Strategies



Making Connections

Readers make connections:

• Between prior knowledge and experiences to text passages (text-to-self 

connections)

• Between one specific text passage and another text passage or audiovisual clip 

(text-to-text connections)

• Between world facts or information and a text passage (text-to-world 

connections)

• Using specificity for meaningful connections

page 60

Comprehension Strategies



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gT9nh-jBv2s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gT9nh-jBv2s


Making Connections

Text-to-Text

Comprehension Strategies



Making Connections

Marcenia

or 

William

you

Text-to-Self

Comprehension Strategies



Making Connections

reminds me 

of

________ reminds me of ________ because _________________________.

text 

evidence

text 

evidence

text 

evidence

Comprehension Strategies



Making Connections

How might you model making connections with students using a non-

fiction example such as the article about Jackie Robinson? 

Comprehension Strategies



Processing Time



pages 59-76





Comprehension Strategies

Inference

What is inference?

Inference is the ability to figure something out when it is not explicitly written in the 

text. In other words, inferring is being able to “read between the lines,” to go beyond 

the literal meaning of a text (Keene & Zimmermen, 1997). Good readers are able to 

make inferences based on textual clues and schema (prior knowledge and personal 

experiences.) No two readers will infer the same exact way because inference is 

based on an individual’s life experience, knowledge, and creativity combined with the 

text being read. In fiction, readers can infer about literary elements such as characters, 

setting or problem/solution. In non-fiction texts, readers can infer content. 

One of the best ways to teach inference with Thinking Maps is to use reverse mapping 

because reverse mapping works inductively, from specific to general. page 131



Inference

When to Use Inference

• When using any of the other reading comprehension strategies

• When analyzing story elements such as characters, setting, problem, 

solution

• When looking for cause and effect relationships in both fiction and non-

fiction texts

page 131

Comprehension Strategies





Inference with Pictures



Inference with Pictures

What are three things you can tell about the person who these feet belong to?

▪ What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?



Who am I?

born in 

1895

Yankee

left 

handed

1927- 60 

home runs

#1

#2

#3
#4

“Babe”#5



Inference

“Camp”
internment 

camp

Add text 

evidence for 

your inferences.

text evidence

text evidence text evidence

Highlight the 

words that 

you inferred.

Comprehension Strategies



Inference

Based on the text, ___________ as well as what I know about _________, 

I infer that...

Comprehension Strategies



Inference

#1 #2 #3

page 140

Comprehension Strategies



VIDEO #4: MAKING INFERENCES

Character’s Name

• Facts about the Character

• What the Character Says

• Characters Actions

• Thoughts & Feelings

http://houstonisdpsd.org/video-exemplar/video-landing-page/501-reading-strategies-at-work-inferencing-strategies-for-literary-fiction-text-grade-5-character-inferencing-and-reading-between-the-lines?view=item


MAKING INFERENCE PRACTICE

Emilio took the cap of his head, dropped the baseball bat, and rested his 

elbows on the fence. It's not that he couldn't find the ball. It was sitting 

right in the middle of the lawn, just beyond the fence. The fence was not 

very high either. Emilio could probably get a running start, grab the top 

of the fence, and flip right over it. But there was a dog, a large Rottweiler 

with a spiked collar. He sat under an awning a few feet away from the 

ball. He looked at Emilio and let out a menacing growl. Archie, Scotty, 

and Dutch ran up to Emilio and surveyed the situation. Archie was the 

first to speak, "So, are you going to do it, Emilio?"



Inference

page 145-146

Comprehension Strategies

• What were the boys doing right before the text begins?

• What problem is Emilio facing?

• Why is this problem Emilio's instead of Archie's, Scotty's, or Dutch's?



MAKING INFERENCE PRACTICE

Manuel was on the baseball team that was playing the first place team. It 

was the first game that his grandparents and uncle Thomas attended. 

Manuel swung his bat while looking for his family in the large crowd. Just as 

he spotted his grandmother, his greatest fear came true. He lost his grip on 

the bat, and it started to fall. Even though he caught it quickly, Manuel's 

face became red. He felt as if he had made a horrible mistake and 

everyone were staring at him.

The passage suggests that Manuel almost dropped his bat partly because he -

o was thinking about the baseball game

o wasn't strong enough

o was looking for his family

o was frightened by a loud noise



INFERENCING WITH POETRY



PROCESS

• How does the lesson support comprehension and response?

• What modifications would you make in your own classroom?



Inference

How might you model making inferences with students using a non-

fiction example such as the article about Jackie Robinson? 

Comprehension Strategies



Processing Time



pages 131-146







Questioning
What is questioning?

Readers not only need to be able to answer questions after reading, but they need to be asking 

them internally for active text engagement. Question generation should increase awareness in 

readers’ minds as to whether or not they understand a text (Chhabra &McCardle, 2004). Readers 

need to be able to determine if answers to their questions can be found in the text or if they will 

need to use the skill of inference to answer their questions (Miller, 2002).

Asking questions happens before, during and after reading. Sometimes questions get answered 

during the reading and sometimes they do not. In fact, often readers’ questions are unanswered. In 

non-fiction texts, unanswered questions open the door for research. With the questioning strategy, 

teachers want two things  out of their students:

• They want students to ask questions on their own as readers.

• They also want students to be able to answer comprehension questions after reading a text or on 

a standardized test. page 105

Comprehension Strategies



Questioning

When to Ask Questions

• Readers ask questions before, during, and after a reading

• Readers ask questions in their mind while engaging with a text and are asked in the 

school setting to answer questions about a text after reading it.

• Readers have an on-going wonderment about why something is happening.

page 106

Comprehension Strategies



Questioning

What Type of Questions Should Be Asked

Asking Questions

• Questioning words: Who, What, When, Where, Why, How

• Answered versus Unanswered Questions

• Questions Before, During and After Reading

• On-GOING Wonderment Questions

Answering Questions

• Text versus Inference (Book versus Brain) Questions
page 106

Comprehension Strategies



Questioning

Comprehension Strategies



Questioning

Before Reading During Reading After Reading

QUESTIONS

Comprehension Strategies



Questioning

page 121

Comprehension Strategies



VIDEO #3: ASKING QUESTIONS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sd1FlXxpVIw


PROCESS

• How does the lesson support comprehension and response?

• What modifications would you make in your own classroom?



Processing Time



pages 105-130





TEACHING
To ensure that students are successful users of the Thinking Map strategies for comprehension, it is 

important to scaffold student learning using the gradual release of responsibility.

page 147

Read the overview on page 147 and highlight any key information.



TEACHING
To ensure that students are successful users of the Thinking Map strategies for comprehension, it is 

important to scaffold student learning using the gradual release of responsibility.

page 147

Read the overview on page 147 and highlight any key information.



TEACHING: THE GRADUAL RELEASE OF RESPONSIBILITY

Work with your table group to organize the information about gradual release of 

responsibility on pages 147-159 using Thinking Map(s). 

Keep in mind what the teacher’s responsibility is and what the students’ responsibility is 

for each of the levels. 

You may choose any Thinking Map(s) you’d like to process the information from these 

pages.

Answer the following questions in the Frame of Reference:

What do we know now about the gradual release of responsibility? (summary)

Why is this important?















EXIT SLIP

On a notecard, please provide feedback on the following:

▪ What is one idea that you will take back and implement 
in your classroom?

▪ What is one suggestion for improving this session?

Holland Poulsen

hollandpoulsen@gmail.com

mailto:hollandpoulsen@gmail.com


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEbTufw3a50

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEbTufw3a50

